The Impact of UMSON 2024

2 Locations
University of Maryland, Baltimore
Universities at Shady Grove, Rockville, MD

33 Clinical Simulation Laboratories
450+ Clinical, Practicum, and Project Sites

Entry-into-Nursing
AS OF FALL 2023
UMSON is bolstering the nursing workforce:

Students Admitted Each Semester
239 entry Bachelor of Science in Nursing students
75 Entry-into-Nursing Master of Science in Nursing students

Required Clinical Hours
720 entry BSN and 855 entry MSN

753 Degrees and 22 Certificates
Awarded in the 2022 - 23 academic year

SCHOLARSHIPS
IN FALL 2023
45% OF STUDENTS RECEIVED FINANCIAL AID
$16,381 AVERAGE AID AWARDED

CONWAY SCHOLARS
AS OF SPRING 2024
$36.5M IN SUPPORT from Bill and Joanne Conway

596 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

RANKINGS
U.S. News & World Report nationwide rankings
(among public schools of nursing)

3rd* BSN
4th* DNP
9th MSN

1st DNP Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner*
MSN Health Services Leadership and Management

TOP 10
3rd DNP Family Nurse Practitioner
7th* DNP Nurse Anesthesia

BEST ONLINE PROGRAMS
1st MSN Health Services Leadership and Management - Administration/Leadership Program

$36.5M from Bill and Joanne Conway

Leading in the Community
We’re not simply located in the West Baltimore and Shady Grove communities — or our global one. We are embedded in them and embrace them. We are a partner to the committed community-serving organizations here, and we are dedicated to improving health outcomes, addressing health disparities, and striving for health equity for our neighbors.
CLASS PROFILE ▼ AS OF FALL 2023

2,017 STUDENTS
from 28 states + Washington, D.C.
and 22 (out of 24) Maryland counties

12% MALE students
60% BILPOC students
30 AVERAGE AGE

ALUMNI ▼ AS OF SPRING 2024

24,828 IN 50 STATES; WASHINGTON, D.C.; 4 U.S. TERRITORIES; AND 31 COUNTRIES

Alumni Who Have Earned Multiple Degrees from UMSON
2,598 have earned 2
184 have earned 3
9 have earned 4

EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND INCLUSION ▼

In UniSON: together we commit, together we act

UMSON proudly embraces its anti-oppression statement, IN UNISON: TOGETHER WE COMMIT, TOGETHER WE ACT, to create an environment where all are welcomed and supported to be successful.

For the 6th CONSECUTIVE YEAR, UMSON received a Health Professions Higher Education Excellence in Diversity Award in 2023 from INSIGHT Into Diversity magazine.

57% of UMSON’s full-time faculty and staff identify as a member of a historically underrepresented population (as of fall 2023).

FACULTY ▼ AS OF FALL 2023

168 FACULTY MEMBERS
152 full time and 16 part time

157 FACULTY MEMBERS
HOLD DOCTORAL DEGREES
93% of the total faculty

20 CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS

850+ FACULTY ASSOCIATES AND CLINICAL PRECEPTORS
overseeing student clinical experiences

RESEARCH AND FUNDING ▼ IN FY23

$10.8 MILLION TOTAL EXTRAMURAL FUNDING
$4.9M extramural research funding

5 ORGANIZED RESEARCH CENTERS

21st IN RECEIPT OF FUNDING
from the National Institutes of Health (among public schools of nursing)

FIRSTS ▼

1st in the state to offer:
› an online RN-to-BSN
› a Community/Public Health Nursing master’s specialty
› a civilian Nurse Anesthesia DNP specialty

ONLY in the state to offer:
› a Substance Use and Addictions Nursing Certificate

1st in the nation to offer:
› a Nursing Informatics master’s specialty
› an Institute for Educators that prepares nurses for faculty roles and provides ongoing professional development

57% MALE students
60% BILPOC students
30 AVERAGE AGE
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